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1 Introduction

t".

Tti

a

In 'May.:',1975 the 'Commission for the Congnued Use of Radio and
Television in Education (the TRU Committee) presented its main report.
A Programme for,Sinind and Pictures hi Education (SOU 1975.28);This
summary presents in an abbreviated form the reports and proposals of
the Coinmission. With a view to placing these proposals in their context
for the benefit of overseas readers, the report contains an introductory
section on /the Swedish educational system with reference to the four
sectors covered by the educational programmes activities, namely
pre-schools, the 9-year comprehensive school and the 3-year upper
secondary school, university /college, and adult education (see chapter 2).
There is also a chapter on the organization and position of the Swedish
Broadcasting Corporation (SR) and some current issues concerning N
broadcasting; the central organisation, which has been set up to handle
the distribution of audio and 1:fi'cleo.materia-ls, is also prdsented.

The term audio- visual material (AVM) is used as an overall designation

for TV and radio programmes that are broadcast or taped sound and
video materials with or without printed matter.

I
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2 The-Swedish educational system an outline N

.41 . . ... S

r

2.1 Pre-schools

ti

Society contributes in variblis /ways t9 'the card as d supervision of
children.' A large part of this support comprises financial aid with a view
to improving'the living standard of families.

The education and supervision of childien ,under the age of seven is at
present conducted in. pre-shools. The term'pre-schools means child care
institutions which regularly reactive children for limited periodsevery day

such'as play schools, day nurseries and recreation centres. Apart from
these forms of activity there are municipal family. day nurseties which ar
not covered by the Child Welfare Act's regulatiori governing child c e
institutions.

The municipdlities are primarily principals for the work conducted in
kindergartens, /ay nurseries, recreation centres and municipal family day.4nurseries.

The number of places available on July I, 1973, in day nurseries can
be estimated at about 56 000, in recreation centres at about 1'5 000, and
the family gay, nurseries at about 45 000. The number of children
attending play schools at the,same time was about 110 000.e

The Riksdag, Sweden's parliament, has decided*to regulate pre-sehool
activities by means of a law which goes into force on July 1, 1975. This
law stipulates that pre-school activitiestform a part of society's child care
work. Its aim is to work closely', with homes in order t8 further
development of the complete personality and a favourable physical and
social development of children who have not yet entered the compulsory
school. Activities comprise pre-schooling in. the form _of day nursery
attendance for at least five hours a day or part-time groups for shorter'
periods, and supplementary pre-school activities compr6ing family day
nurseries or other supplementary activities such as child care work, park
games, play advice and playoutheques.

Children who for physical, psychological, linguistic or otljer reasons'
require special assistance in their development, will, as far as is possible, -
be allocated a place in a pre-school before the age of.six if the needs of
the child cannot bejatisfied in sonic other way. By means of looking up
the childrn the municipality will determine which of them need this
special assistance.

8
4
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The municipalities wilA also tYy td" make certain that the children
utilize pre-school vacancies rriade'avaidble to them and inform parents ot

the aims and aiftivities of the pre-schodl.
Pre-schools are administered by the child welfare boards or central

boards of social welfare of the municipalities. The activities 'of, the

National Swedish Bolgd of Health and Welfare can be divided into three
main groups -- educational and social development, and' expansion' and

local.planning. I

The Riksdag has decided (fiat the National Bparil of Health and

' 4 Welfare should draw up a work planprovidinp examples of how a general
plan, divided into periods, of/activity, can be carried out in pre-schools.

f t

411

The aim of the ikari will be,to provide pedagogic guidance tkhe staff of
pie-schools and to the,:other persons in a local governmerfewrio work
with pre-school matters. It will not be binding but will be seen as a
support for the work. Thelslational Board of Health and Welfare lias
initiated the project and parts of it are scheduled for an initial test hr
1975.

2.2 Thecotnpulsory school
Y

4

in 1962.fa'd6casion was reached to introduce the.nine-year comprehensive
school. In 1969 a new/curriculum was approved and gradually introduced
starting io the autumn cif 1970.

The 9-iesti comprehensive- school ikcision resulted in a number of
reforms in the 3-year;upper secondarylchool, wyich came to cover more

4 educational Aps. In 1969 it was decided that starting in 1971,all
education based on the compreheasive.school would be grouped together

m a common organizationj frame work; the new "gymnasium" with'a

joint curriculum. a e

In the ctyricula are stipulated
0 aims and guidelines for the school . .
0 schedules for each stage, grade d subject

O syllabus for each'staq, grade an subject
,

% .
. 4

Aims, guidelines, schedules and syllabus are approyed by the govern-

ment and must be followed. The curricula also include geberal instruc-
tions, pltnning examples and supplementary instructions 45ned *by 4he

-National Board of Education andjo be regarded as recommendations for
the iniplemenbation of education. 0

The c.omprehensive school is divided into in<a tow, an intermediate and
--s

high level, each comprising three grades. The three levels are tobe found
i. . f

in every municipality. ,
The gymnasium school is a. voluntary 2 zi--4' ear municipal schoif ol .

which pre-supposes a completed ctitnptelte. nsive school education. A large

-number of comprehensive schopl 'pupils apply for admission to an upper
secondary school immediately after comprehensive school. Thus in. 1972i .*.
.84 % di comprehensiye sch \ol pupa applied for admission to secondary

. ..
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schools directly after a comprehensive school. Of these 78 % Were accept-
4

edl. 11/1 survey has indicated that one year after these pupils left compre-
hensive school, 66 % a them were still attending an upper secondary
school while 5 % of them had discontinued their studies.

The aims of the school include adapting instruction to each pupill
qualifications and needs. Some pupils havemore difficulty with school ..
work than others, e.g. because of physical,' psychological or social
handicajs. Kir some of these pupils well implemented individualization- '
within the framework of ordinary instruction can suffice. Others require
special assistance in order to manage their school work. Special instruc=
tion is provided in two forms: co-ordinated special instruction and 1
instruction in special classes. z .

The municipalities are principal& for the comprehensive and-secondary.
schools. . 4,

The Riksdag -and tle govenment have thiee primary tasks:

0 Legislation
0 Decision-making on school formssand the aims of theschool

Decision-making on the economic limits cifducational work

Federal grants are paid to cover`the administration and running of the
school system -and the cost--rot school premises and certain school'
materials. 'In the case of thec

mprehensive school government grants
covers about 50 % of the cost, or unning,.

The National Board of Education is the govcrnthent agency which is
the central-supervisory authority for ichoOls for young people.

) The duties of the Board of Education ate the following:

Pedagogic jesearch and develqiiment, i.e. of curricula, methodology
and organization.

0 Planning and co-ordination of e.g. varibus educational forms and staff
and material resources. I

ll service training of teachers and other staff.
The efficiency ofipe organization of the school systems.
Counsel, information and service to schools.
Appointment of various ofTals, e.g., headmasters and senior masters.. i.

Each county has a County School Board ,which also supervises the
schools in the county. Y . .

Each municipality hal a politically elected board of education.
The duties of the board of education can be summarized as follows.

..--

Responsibility for obligatory schooling being Implemented in the
municipality and, as far as possible, the supply and furtherance of
other education otter and above obligatory education.,

0 Co-ordination of various forms of education.
Supervision of adherence in various schools to current regulations
Satisfaction of the schools' needs _as rey,ards premises. inventory,

'...teaching aids etc. t

Encouragement in training teachers.
Work for co-operation between the school and the home.

n
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Each school unit IS headed by a headmaster, who is responsible, among
other things, for administration and pedagogic supervision withing his
district.

The external organization of the school for young people will not, as
far as can be estimated, undergo any major changes in the 1970s. During

the next few years efforts will be concentrated on the working environ-
ment of the schools. The aim is to realize the goals stipulated in the
curricula and to create a school that functions. This requires, among
*other things, Increased efforts to motivate the pupils who find school
especially difficult.

2.3 University/college education

The term university/cony education covers activities at universities,
colleges, and teacher training colleges. With a few exceptions this higher,.
education falls -under the Ministry of Educations's sphere of responsi-
bility. The Office of the Chancellor of the Swedish Universities (UKA) is
the central administrative authority for most institutions of higher
education.

The universities conduct ,instruction and research in various fields
Similar fields are grouped in faculties. There are seven faculties theology,
law, odontology, pharmacy, medicine, technology and the arts.

The universities are state institutions. The Riksdag, the Government
and the Ministry of Education wield ultimate control over the work of
the universities.

Each university has a hoard known as the -konsistorium" (Senate).
This Includes the Vice-Chancellor, the pro-Vice-Chancellor and the Deans

of Faculties.
The OfficeNof,the Vice-Chancellor consists of the Vice-Chancellor and

an administrative leader, and functions as the executive body of the

-Senate.
The members of faculties and sections consist of permanent lecturers

within the field of activity. The task of the faculties/sections is, among
other things, to deal with questions of research and express opinions on
matters involving appointments. In the faculties there is an educational

committee, which is made up of representatives of the lecturers, the
fellows, the junior lecturers and the students. The educational committee
is the decision-making body fdr the educational questions within its

'sphere of activity.
The institutions are generally, headed by a chairman. This office is

often held by the professor of the institution. All the institution's
lecturers, junior lecturers, fellows and student representatives are includ
ed in an advisory body knov n as the institution council, which deals
with issues concerning the instruttion and the request for fund'.

I 11



Admission to a university is open to the,i-whe have a graduati n
certificate from% three or four-year tipper secondary" school with ant k
average of 2.3 points. This is known is general university competence.
Special knowledge is required over and above this in the rase of certain
courses. Persons who are 2S years old or mare and who have at least five
years' working experience may, since 1969, attend certain courses in the
arts faculty, which is termed extended admission. Dispensation can be
granted to persons wishing to study at university but who 4o not_ fulfill --
any of the above requirements. 416

The faculties of theology, law and the arts are known as the "free"
faculties, since the number of places is not restricted: Faculties offering a
limited number of places are "restricted" faculties.

Higher education is financed entirely'by gover nment funIts.
Throughout 1960s up to the academic year 1968 ,-1969 the (low of

students to universities and colleges increased very sharply, front about
8 000 to about 30 000 4w students: Since then there has been a
decrease. There were some 23 .0004student; newly enrolled during the
academic year 1972-1973. The' entire decrease is within the faculty of
thtl arts, while enrolment in the restricted faculties has increased
somewhat because, more places have become available.

The strong expansion of the universities and colleges in the 1960s war
primarily a result of the large numbers of students who completed
secondary school and the high transfer from secondary schools to higher 4

education. Recruiting was also extended by the establishment of facilities !
of higher learning in more places in the country.

The proportion of adult .students inireased decidedly. primarily in the
arts faculties. Some 40 % of the newly enrolled students in the arts
faculties in the autumn term 1974 were over 24 years of age. The
equivaleat,Dvre in 1970 was about 25 %.

Parallel with the altered composition of the student population, a new
study pattern has emerged in recent years. nis applies hitherto pnrnanly
to the arts factulties, but similar tendencies may prestimably be expected
in other faculties too. More and more students are evincing interest in
briefer study -programmes. in part-lime studies and in evening classes.
More and more of the newly enrolled students also state that they do not
intend to take a degree.

Another aspect of the altered pattern of studies comprises the
occurence of alternative distribution forms for higher education. Several
universities/colleges are conducting pilot schemes involving so-called
extramural instruction.

On the basis of proposals made by the 1968 Commission on Educa-
tion. the Riksdag lard down guidelines in the spring 1975 for the aims,'
geographical distribution and organization of future universitiesjcolleges.

The decision involved among others

-0 Persons who hare reached 25 years of age and worked for at least four
years will be granted general competency for higher education.

O For the sake of planning and the allocation of resources higher

2 12
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'ti education will be clivideVifito five vocational training sectors; includ-
ing different ones for ethnical yocational training, administrative,
economic and social voc bonal training, nursing training, training for
educational. professions, nd 'training fbr cultural and information
work.

.

Q Futtire planning of the educational kystem will be based oh the
individual getting education at vinous stages in his development.
Measures furthering such, recurring edlicatidn should be granted a

---' priority.,
0.Bducation will be organized in, general, local and individual educa-c

Donal spheres and individual courses. The local educational spheres
. will permit local tiiitiative Co gear insffuction to professions. The

individual ;educational lines and the indiviflual courses will within
stipulated frameworks particularly satisfy individual wishes within' the
entire, higher education sphere:

0 With regard to capacity for educational courses,'a planning model is
required with h lower and an upper limit between which the Eombined
acceptance capacity will be determined for each fiscal year. It is
proposed to increase margins by 2 % annually over a five year period.
In the case of ,the academic year 1917-1978 planning should until
further ,notice be based on an acceptance capacity of around 35 000
places in educational lines. individual course.; should be given a
priority in the continued expansion.

0 A more permanent dimensioning; of educational capacity throughout
higher education will be implemented with the aid of general accept-
ance restrictions. It is proposed that acceptance for most general
educational lines will be central. In respIct of lines within the sphere
of She existing arts..facidties, however, local influence will be greater.
Acceptance to individual courses will be entirely local.

0 Higher education will be located in 14 pjacd outside the existing
university cities. In order to facilitate the iplaning of future expan-
Moil, the country+ will be divided into six university regions. for
planning 'work with, regard to basic higher education. A regional
committee will be appointed for each university region, in which
represektatives,of\ the public interest will be in the majority, to handle
the planning of basic,higher education.

O Each university/college Unit will be headed by a boa rd which will
comprise persons active within the unit and representatives of the

, public interest.
O Pilot schemes involving vocational higher education will tie introduced

in the autumn term of 1975 and will be geared to six different
industrial sectors and will be situated in eight different (owns.

O For planning and co-ordination of the majority of higher edujation, a.
University/college authority will be established to replace UKA. Most
of the ploposals are expected to be implemented on July 1, 1977. The
new 'University/College Authority will be set tip in. the autumn 1974.

1
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2.4 ult education

,

With regard.TO-edu ional aims, target groups, educational forms, choice
of subjects, national and al organization of activities, etc, the field of
adult education has anothe'r pattern compared with other forms of

. education.
In the report the term adult education is used to cover a number of .

different types of education. Common to them all is the fact that
participants have terminated or broken off their adolescent education
and are studying once again after or parallel with - professional
occupations. This means that adult education covers a very large and
extremely varied field as regards aims, subjects, forms of study, an'd v
principals. iyith certain exceptions higher education is not Counted as
adult education. ,... .

A wide variety of motives and aiipsAre to be found behind the
increased support for adult education. The overall aims can be sum- '
marized in the followinrfoupoints:

0 Adillt education shall reduce the education gaps in society. It will,
thereby, further greater equality and social justice:

0 Adult eduzcation should increase the critical comprehension of citizens
and theif particii1a.tion in cultural, social and political life. It shall,
thereby!, contribute to the further development of the democratic
society. .. ..

.
0 Adult education shall strive to provide the labour market with well

trained labour.and contribute towards full employment.
0 Adult education will at the same time satigfy adults' individual desires

for greater study and educational opportunities. k)y providing Adults
with these opportunities'for supblementary education, the choice o,.
study in schools for young people will becoine freer. ,

A large urt oradult education is financed .entirely or partially by
goventmentlicunds an lies primarily within the National Board of.
Education's (Sasphrre f responsibility. , , 0

So's task, however, in comparison with its duties in school education
for young people, is different, primarily for two reasons. It is partly a

-uquestifo of many parties, partly the fact that the various principals often
.

evince very different, sometimes clearly conflicting values. ,
The various forms of adult ..education can be grouped under four

headings depending on the aim of the education:

0 Popular education covers the free and voluntary educational work
conducted primarily by educafional associations and county folk high
schools' , .

0 Adult education hound to curricula, which prepares the pupil for
higher education, is provided under municipal or state auspices in
accordance with the curriculum of the comprehensive school and
upper sect ndary school. /

/
0 Occupationally geared education covers Such education as provides

preparation for or direct targeting towards various profession's, assign-

L 14
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ments etc. This includes labour market training, corporate training,
and training in trade union matters.

In addition there is education which is conducted by means of special
media/methods such as correspondence courses and radio- and TV-,
courses.

2.4.1 Popular education

11

The first Swedish educational associations were started by large popular
movements, such as the trade union movement and the temperance
movement, to ,help better equip members to play a more impoitant role
in society and to be better able to protect their own interests.

At pr8-ent there are ten educational associations approved by the
State in Sweden. Each association has a great deal of freedom in
de.termining ale content and design of its instruction andfAhe aims of its
activities. There are no.centrally determined curricula, local divisions of
the same association can, as far as education is not geared to competen-
cy, have fairly varied activities. c\

The educational associations work primarily with study circles which
cover very extensive fields. They can deal with practically anything from
hobby courses to university, education. They also arrange short and
"highly concentrated courses, perhaps lasting a weekend or mop, where
the participants live together .for the duration of the course. They also
prepare exhibitions, lectures and numerous other activities.

The study circle has characterized educational associations from thê
very start. Originally the idea Was that a small circle of friends with a
common interest in studying would meet to help anti stimulate each
other . in their studies. All the members were to be "tutors" and
contribute with their knowledge to the benefit o' f all. This foi'm still
exists, especially in hobby circles. In language circles: however, it is

common nowadays that a teacher/tutor with some form of formal
competence is in charge of the instruction and leads the group.

The work of the educational associations is financed mainIK by
govermpent grants.

The number of study circles increased from about 134 000 in
1966 1967 to about 231 000 in 1973-1974. The number of par- ."
ticipants in study circles rose in 1973 197Ttc( 2 198 000.

The aim of the acti$ities of the folk high school is to provide general
civic education, often geared to a specific field 9f interest, depending on'

the group or organization in charge of the respectiVe fOlk high school. At
present there are 108 government supported folk high schools, where
winter courses and courses in specific subjects are arranged. During the
academic year 1973 1974 about 59 600 students participated in folk
high school courses, of which some 13-400 attended winter courses and
lengthy courses in specific subiekts, a some 200 in short courses in
specific subjects.

Winter coursescomprise 22 34 weeks. At most fo ,11 schools

1



they are divided into three-year courses. In the case of the folk high
schools there is no fixed curriculum. Each school may. formulate its
programme within the limits of the folk high school act. -

For a long time the folk high school provided an important oppor-
tunity for further education for many who had not had the ortRortunity
to utilize the school system in their youth, and likewise for access to
learning in a broader cultural sense. There are no principles of admission
accepted by all folk high schools. The rule is that the schools admit old
applicants before young ones, and people with little schooling before
those' who are relatively well edOated. Students attending folk high
schools are on the average younger than participants in other forms of
adult education. 4 2

2.4.2 Adult education bound to curriculum

State adult education

' The two State schools'for adults (located in HUrnOsand and Norrkoping)
recruit on a nationwide basis. Instruction is based on a combination of
individual studies in the form ofcorrespondence courses and oral tuition
in periodically recurring courses held at the respective schools, so-called
staggered instruction.

In the spring term, 1974, the two schools had about 3 660 participants
in secondary school courses and some 910 participants in comprehensive
school courses, The number .of participants in- staggered instruction'
decreased while correspondence courses have become considerably more
common.

)
Municipal adult education

Municipal adult education received its present form in 1967.
Instruction is irrovided mainly in the form of part-time studies, mostly

in'Atie evenings. The proportion of instruction provided during the day,
however, has increased considerably in 'recent years. Participants can
generally choose between studying individual subjects or studying for full
competence in the form of schooling in question. Instruction is organized
as concentrated reading, which means that the pupil normally studies one
or two subjects at a time.

Government subsidies cover, 100 % of the cost of salaries,, etc., for
teachers and school leaders. Grants are also provided for technical
measures geared to assisting disabled persons.

The 1967 reform resulted in a strong exp4nsion of municipal adult
education. During the academic year 1967--1 968 there were evening
secondary schools operating in some '30 municipalities, Now municipal
adult education is provided in virtually all the country's municipalities.
There is, however, a regional imbalance in respect to recrttling and
courses available.

Of the 69 200 pupils who in the autumn term, 1974, participated for
.4
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the first time in municipal education, about a third were below 25 years
of age, about a third were between 25 and 34 years old, and a third were
-3-5 years. °Id- or- mort,_The average- age of participants in comprehensive
school...courses is higher than that of participants in secondary school
courses. About a third of the new enrolments had no more than a
primary school education.

The total number of particippts in municipal adult education had
decreased in the' autumn of 1974 by 6 % as fompared to the autumn of
1970. The de...rease is in the comprehensive school courses, particularly
vocational training.

(

2.4.3 Adult- education geared to occupations

Labour market training a

Labour market training (AMU) is the designation given to education
granted on the basis of employment policy. People who arse unemployed,
threated by unemployment, or difficult.to place on the labour market,

are entitled to labour Imarket training and subsidies. A further require-

ment is that they have attained 20 years of age,
Labour market training takes the following forms:

U Labour market training organized by SO in co-operation with the
Labour Market Board. The most common forms of this edudation

comprise re-training, advanced courses and beginner courses. These

courses are held in some 50 training centres (AMU Centres) with about
100 branches. The courses vary in length from a few weeks to several
years.
0 Tuition within the regular school system, e.g., at secondary schools
and follshigh schools.
O Corpo?ate
0 Other course in co-operation with, e.g., educational associations.

Of the persons who in 1973-1974 started labour market training,
some 49 % attended courses arranged by SO. About 21 % were included
in the regular school system, about 22 % lAscorporate training, and some
8 % in other courses.

The extent of labour market training has increased almost tenfold
during the past ten years. The tAil number of participants in labour

market training in 1973.--1974 was 128 000.

Trade union training

The trade unions conduct extensive educational acitivities in older to
provide their members with a knowledge of trade union and civic matters
and to train those who have to represent the union in various contexts.

Government grants arc paid for course activities as compensation for
various expenses. In 1973-1974 activities spanned 590 courses with
16 900 participants.

Z
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Ti ining in industry,'

Extensile adult education has been.provided by industry for a tong time...,
This primarily involves the trainintg of employees for,present or planned
positions, such as vocational training.and the general education that
is required .for further education, re-training, etc. Educational efforts
vary greatly from branch to branch and also from company to company.
There is no meastire of adult education in this area at present.

.
2.4.4, Current reforms in adult education ..

1 ,
In'recent leas reforms have been introduced to help solve the decisive
problems tat have prevented .adults from participating in education.
This applies to informing adults of their needs, rights and opportunities,
to obtain leaves of absence for studies, economic assistance for adult
studies, and curricula that is better adapted to adults.

,
The so-called Delegates' Act, which went into force on July 1, 1974; .-

eqblesttra-de union delegates to inform employees abcrut their opport-
un-illi44id to recruit to adult education courses during paid working
hours.

The question of leave of absence for studies has resulted in a law, the
Study Leave Act, which went into force on January 1, 1975. The Act
gives employees in public as well as in.private employ the right to leave
of absence for the pdrpose of studying:The trade unions hold a central

\s
osition when it comes to according priority to various applicants and in
spect of extension of study leave.
In the spring of 1975 the Riksdag reached a decision with regard to

study allowances for adults who are pursuing more extensive studies in
municipal adult education, in folk high schools, in upper secondary
schools, and in higher edtication.

After proposals were put 'forward by a special commision, ate Riksdag
also set aside funds to reach people at places of work and in housing
areas. The experimental work has shown that it was possible to recruit a
third of those contacted in a housing area, and half of those contacted at
places of work on a personal basis. The trade unions and study
associations will be given responsibility and funds to reach grolms,
according to the Riksdag decision.

The decision also involves an increase in subsidies to the educational
associations to promote adult education measures among disabled per-
sons.

18



3 Some broadcasting issues

This section deals briefly with the organization and position of the
Swedish Broadcasting, Corporation and certain current broadcasting
issues.

3.1 The Swedish Broadcasting Corporation (SR)

SR has the sole rights to broadcast in Sweden. The basic regulations
governing radio and TV are stated in the Radio Act, the Broadcasting
Liability Act, the directives of the Radio Council, and in the agree-
ment between SR and the Government concerning broadcasting r-
activities.

The Radio Act stipulates that the company, which the Government
entrusts with responsibility for broadcasting on a sole rights basis, is
entitled to determine what radio\and TV programmes should be broad-
cast. Sole right is to be exercised impartially and objectively. The advance
examination of radio programmes is not permissible. Post-examination is
conducted,by the Radio Council. Thus the Government may not dictate
programmes.

The Broadcasting Liability Act regulates the liability in connection
with radio and TV broadcasts. Generally there must be a programme
supervisor responsible for each programme with the task of preventing
libel.

The agreement between the Government and SR regulates SR's rights
and liabilities in respect to radio and TV broadcasts and programn
work. SR alone determines which programmes are to, be broadcast. The
programmes are to emphasize the fundamental democratic values. They'
are to he made v7ith due consideration to theocentral position of radio
and television in society. This results in the company's responsibility to
inform the public of current events in a suitable way and to provide
information about important cultural and social issues, and to
stimulate discussions about such questioni. The agreement also contains
more detailed instructions on how the regulations of the ,Radio Act on
impartiality and objectivity are to be. exercised. These regtklations are to
be' applied with due consideration to the fact that there is tc1 be extensiv
freedom of speech and information in radio and TV bra dcests.
agreement also regulates the veto on commercial advertizkng. R may not

3 19
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in return for payment permit commercial advertising in programmes or
iii parts of programme's*.

SR's activities are mainly financed by license fees. Of the fe received,
broadcasting receives the amounts deemed necessary with regard to its
programming. Any surplus is funded.

There are three radio channels and tlko TV channels in Sweden.
60% of the shaft in SR belong to the popular movhments and the

major trade unions, 20 % are held by the press and 20 % by industry.
JR is administered by a board' and a Director General of the'Swedish

Broadcasting Corporation. The Corporation operates six independent
programme units. tadio, TV I, TV 2, a unit for educational programmes
and a unit for overseas programmes. The districts combihed constitute
thilir"own organization. There is also an independent technical depart-
ment.

The executives of the various programme units are directly responsible
for the respective programmes natter the board and the Director General.
The object of this is to create the potentials for independence, variety
and stimulating competition as fat as ideas and the forinulat son of the
programmes are concerned.

The board comprises 11 members of which the Government appoints
the chairman and five members. The other members are elected by the
annual general meeting.

In 1964 the Riksdag decided, that a special educational programme
unit would, be set up within SR (SR/UTB).
' Programming is to be operated in consultation with the National
Board of Educfition.

Activities include school radio and television broadcasts, a school
materials section, which produces printed material and other supple-
mentary material, and adult education which produces at the request of
either of the two TV channels and sound radio.

On January 1, 1975, the unit employed 163 persons, of whom 107
worked with school, radii) and TV programmes, 38 with school materials,
and 18 with adult education. This staff compnses programme personnel,
publishing editors and administrative staff in various functions.

School broadcasting is financed with tax revenue and foi the fiscal
year 1975-1976 SK/UTB has T9.9 million Swedish crowns for pro-
gramme production and just over 5.5 million crowns to cover the
transmission costs to the National Swedish Telecommunications Admi-
nistration. The school materials section is self supporting and its products
are sold to schools at cost. The turnover in 1973 1974 totalled about
10.2 million drowns. Adult education programmes are financed by ,means
of licence fees. During the fiscal year 1974 ,1975 adult educatiOn had a
budget of 2.9 million crowns. The question of producing educational
progQmmes within the Swedish Broadcasting Corporation is discussed in
the report of the TRU Committee.
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41".1.2 Local radio

In the. spring of 1975 the Riksdag passed a proposal concerning the
introduction of local radio. The proposal divided the country into 14 .
local radio itstricts, each one with its own editorial staff and trans-
mission time on the third radio channel varying from 10 to 15 hours a
week. It is proposed that broadcasts will cover local news, opinion-
reflecting programmes and other information. Local radio is planned to
start in 1977. The proposal stated that the local radio would be a
subsidiary to the Swedish Broadcasting Corporation. It is expected to
result in a considerable increase in information concerning public affairs.

21

3.3 The 1974 Commission on Broadcasting

The current agreement between SR and the Government is valid for ten
years and terminates on July 1, 1977. The Commission on'Broadcasting,
a parliamentary commission, has been appointed to examine certain
guidelines which are to form the basis of continued brqidca(ting work.

The instructions issued to the 1974 Commission on Broadcasting
indicate that there is no immediate need to alter the basic conditipns
which have been applicable for a loni time in Sweden. The directives
emphasize that the freedom from commercial considerations and the
independent position in relation to authorities and pressure groups that
form the basis of the present regulations of radio and TV programming
appear to be invaluable to future activities also. The same applies to the
obligation to observe impartiality and objectivity.

The Commission's duties, however, include examining the experience
of the organization that has been selected for radio and television
broadcasting, assess the long-term economic development, define the
cultural-political tasks of SR, and discuss hOw contacts between SR and
the public can be further developed.

a

\
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14 Summary of the TRU Committee's
report on "A programme Poi- Sound and
Pigturetin Education"

4.1 Education in Sweden and the new media

The media

The continuous reforms in Swedisl, educatiqn have created better and
better Conditions for the renewal of the farmland means of presentation
in practical study work. An important aspect in this respect is society's.
support of the development and production of suitable learning aids. It is
natural that hopes were pinned at an early stage on new media such as
film, radio and TV, both as means of reaching new groups in society as
well as means of conlinuabsly renewing the content and forms in step

.with educational developments.
As early, as in 1923 films were used in Stockholm primary schools. Use

as instructional tools, however, was limited because of financial reasons.
During the 1930s a few municipal educational film archives were set up

" for the distribution of 16 mm films. These achieved a definite
breakthrough as a means of education. The regional film archives were

,
gradually replaced by regional audio-visual centres,

Radio' programmes have been used in educc.;ion and popular education
since the end of the 1920s. One of the most important contributions of
school radio in the past few dedades has been "English by radio", a
combination of radio and correspondence courses, initiated in 1945.
Experience from English by radio played a very important part in the

t introduction' of English ten years later as an oblig$ory subject at the
intermediate level.

Otherwise radio was adopted to enrichen education and give it new
qualities. Foe rural primary schools, school radio was a way of relieving
isolation,* longed for break in the individual teacher's instruction.

SR made. ambitious effortS in popular education. Every Sunday
morning talks were given for the benefit of "the, men and women of
voluntary educational work". Every Monday evening SR broadcast
30-40 minute programmes aimed at groups of listeners and individuals
and followed them up with study letters containing work and literature
assignments.

In the 1960s radio and TV activities in the educational sector were
extended. Scliool TV was started in 1961. In 1964 the production of

°schoolradi r grammes, .school TV programmes and school programme



leaflets was co-ordinated under the auspices of the educational pro-
gramme unit at SR. At the same time financing of this work was
transferred from funds obtained from licence fees to financing,by means
of State grants. In 1967 the TRUommittee was appointed, and TRU's
production unit was formed and entrusted primarily with producing
programmes for adult education, higher education, and later for
pre-schools.

Hardware and technological developments

The first school radio programmes were listened to in classrooms when
they were transmitted. The programmes were broadcast directly and
repeat performances were impossible. The radio set became a common
piece of school equipment. Primary schools had no difficulty in adjusting
to broadcasting times. In the upper secondary schools with their system
of special subject teachers and complicated timetables, however, it was
difficult to fit in broadcasts. In a corresponding way the low and
intermediate levels of. comprehensive schools and later elementary
schools could view school TV broadcasts without major organizational
difficulties, while there was considerable difficulty at the senior ,level.
Today the situation has changed considerably..Technological develop-
ments in the past few decades have radically improved possibilities of
using sound tapes and TV programmes in education and study circles. In
the 1950s sound tape recorder% began Co be common in education.
Towards the end of the 1950s the construction of a nationwide network
of audio-visual centres was initiated. These centres tape and store
eduLkional progrmmes- and are responsible for continued distribution
to schools and educational` associations.

In most cases the AV centres serve one county. Their task is to
distribute films, sound tapes, slides and videograms. The county AV
centres have the resources to annually distribute between 30 000 and
100 000 soundtape copies and 10 000 and 25 Q00 film copies. All in all
the AV centres distribute seine 1.5 million sound tapes, 400 000 films
and 2.51000 videotapes annually. The distribution of video-cassettes is
still modest.

The principal for the coupky centres is the Swedish Union of Local
Authorities, a co-operation organization. Activities are financed by
means of local tax revenues. Loans, which are made to schools, populap
education and public libraries, generally do not cost the borrower
anything.

The AV/centres rent film copies on a long-term basis from film
distributors and producers. Radio and TV-programmes, which may be
copied, are taped directly at the AV centres. Distribution from the AV
centres to the users takes various forms in the counties postage, car, rail
and sometimes by schoolbus. Occasionally the users themselves pick up
the material.fromfthe AV centres

The AV centres' budget varieS between 0.5 and 1.0 million Swedish

crowns.
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Schools, universities/colleges and, to 4 lesser degree, pre- schools Are
today well equipped with technical equipment. Slide projectors, sound
tape recorders, film projectors, radio and TV sets are standard equip-
ment. Videotape recorders for viewing and, video-cassettes recorders for
taping and in recent years TV programmes are available to a considerable
extent in the schools.

Educational associations are relatively well equiped with film projec-
tors and sound tape recorders. In a few schools, but above all at
universities and teacher's training colleges there is also equipment for
closed circuit TV.

Radio programmes for education are primarily used in taped form
nowadays.

In adult education, however, it is still common to receive broadcast
programmes. As schools and educational associations are gaining
access to videocassette players the use of taped TV programmes is also
increasing. The pre-schools, schools and educational associations, which do
not tape the programmes themselves, order them from an AV centre. IN
programmes received directly, however, still have an important function.
Films can be obtained from the AV centres or from special filth
distributors.

Educational development,

The use of sound and picture,media is often linked with technical aids
and thereby stimulate concepts of a dehumanized education based on
machines. In the early days educational technology saw great potentials
in the new media, even though interest was primarily geared to educa-
tional planning and only on a secondary basis to which media or which
techniques should' be used in 5ducation proper. At the end of 1950s
several countries evolved learning aids systems with pre-planned and
pre-produced teaching materials. The 'object was initially to improve the
quality of educati.on but this was soon superceded by the possibilities of
making savings. In the 1960s planners all over the world advocated
the extended use of, above all, television with a view to directly reducing
the needs for teachers.

The basis of the Swedish development projects in the 1960s was partly
to raise the quality of education, and partly to compensate for the
existing shortage of teachers. As far as availability of teachers is
concerned the'situation has since altered, and therefore the use of media
In education has become once again primatrily a matter of quality. That
various media should be used in education can hardly be said to still be a
controversial issue. Today the question is how to use them and for what
they should be used. Various opinions have been and still are conflicting.
Concepts such as action learning, problem,, oriented tuition, and
conversational learning describe some of the main patterns. The question
of the role of radio and television in education cannot be discussed
separately from pedagogic developments as a whole.

The use of radio and television must, like. other educational psycho-
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logy aids, be related to aims, methods, and other ways of working in
schools and popular education. The nse of the media must' thereby be
primarily viewed from the point of view of pedagogics; and educational
policy, and not as a technical. problem.

. The main question is what qualities can sound and picture media give
schools andstudy circles, and what contributions con they provide to
motivate and recruit new .8roups Of students. In this context consider-
ation must be given to the experience available in Sweden and in other
countries with reference to the u.se of sound and visual programmes,
what needs there are, what the potentials are technically and pedagogical-

\sly andlinally.how future production of educational programmes should
be organized and what its aims should `be. These questions are dealt with
in the report of the TRU Committee.

.. ,
, -

4.2 First and Second TRU Committees

In February, 1 't37, tl,:::" Minister of Education summoned exerts to
examine, the .tie of radio and ,TV in education and, to superVise

,experiments 'iii this field. The experts adopted the designation the
Committee for Television and Radio in Education, abbreviated TRU I.
- The TRU I directives were cbaractirizedby the feeling that the use of
radio and television would make it bossible to achieve structural gains,
which meant a reduction of teaching personnel atnong other things, and
higher quality in education. . :

After the comm ission had been appoin'tedt aparations were begun
immediately to create a functional production unit in a TV studio in
Stocksund, a suburb of Stockhofm, which, the 'State bought and which
started operations on January I, 1968. In the summer of 1.967 personnel
were employed and in service training was-started

-..%

On July 1, 1972, responsibility for the project 'was transferred to the
new commission TRU II. By this time the prOduction unit had
expanded to such an extent that some 140 persons were employed on a
full-time basis.

Activities within TRU were conducted through 1972 in six different
sectors, namely adult education, tipper secondary schools and labodr
market training, prq-schools, technology and nntural sciences, social
scienct and medjeine. 'The three latter secOrs referred lo university/

...

college education.
.

t

In May, 1971, the firit TRU Committee subtnitted its first report, in

which the salient proposal was for a merger of TRU and the Government
tinanced educational programme department at the S % edish Broadcast-(
mg Corporation to form a new organization, which would be directly
subordinate to the Ministry of Education.

When the report was circulated fot consideration it became apparent
that opinions differed greatly in respect to the future organization of

educational programme activities.
On the basis of this thelCing-in-Council decided in December 1971 to
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appoint a new commission the Commission for the Continued Use of
Radio and Television in Education, TRU 11. TRU I was td complete its
work through an assessment of the activities conducted hitherto.

According to its instructions, TRU ll's task is to plan and supervise
work at the TRU production unit, and to put forward proposals as to
how radio and television programmes etc. can be utilized in various
sectors of education, and how a future, more permanent organization for
the production of educational programmes should be created:

TRU II was also instructed to examine the question of whether a
Swedish system of education patterned on Britain's Open University 3nd
other equivalent system could be applied. This assignment will be
presented in a separate report later ik1975. The Committee was also
instructed to look into the question of where in the country the future
activities should be situated. -

'The instructions issued to TRU II altered the 6rientation of the
activities. Production for the university/college sector was sharply re-

------duced. Activities were concentrated to the adult education and the
pre-school sectors.

On January I, 1975, TRU had ISO employees of which about 70 were
programme staff, some 40 technical personnel, and about 40 administra-
tive personnel. A

For 1975=-1976 TRU's grant totalled about 20.4 million crowns. In
addition to this it receives 2.6 million crownstto pay the transmission
costs to the National Swedish Telecommunications Authority.

14.3 Experience of the activities at the educational department
of the Swedish ,Broadcasting Corporation (SR/UTB) and TRU

The report deals with the four sectors of education for which instruction-
al- aids and study material have been produced by TRU and SR/UTB,
namely for pre-school children, young people(n the "..ompulsory st.hool
and upper secondary school, higher education alofradult education. There
is also a report on TRU's experiment with video-cassettes and cable
television (CATV). The CATV experiment will also be dealt with in a
separate report which will include a summary in English.

4.3.1 Pre-schoqlshildren

TRU's pre-school activities started in 1971 with the production of TV
programmes for broadcasting supplemented with pnnted material aimed
at pre-school children, parents and other adults plus persons who work in
the pre-school sector:

The aim of the programmes was to activate the children and provide
them with basic mathematical concepts, a general knowledge of society
and . nature, and to stimulate imagination, linguistic and emotional
development.

Production has hitherto been designed primarily for 5 6 year olds at
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borne in accordance with the instructions isted,trt, TRU Ry 'the
government in 1969. Attempts...4'. ye be nxtde, how r, to avoid

. making the programmes geared ilitrm o alrarticular age group.
Surveys have in t ted that there is an increase the number

pre - school children o wat T programmes at hope. The
number of children i 3 to 6 year-old bracket who regularly viewed
TRU's children's grog mme on Thursdays at 5 p3n. at the time of the
latest poll in_the spring 974 totalled about 147 000 which amoukted to
about 32 % clf,the age group in question.

Another sugey has indicated th'at about 55 % of all day nurseries
,regularly view TRU's-programmes.

, Ntlo,

4.3.2 Schools

The, SR/UTB schokprograrnnids-have been aimed at pupils and teachers
in comprehensive and upper secondary schools. The programmes have
been produced prima for obligatory subjects or optional subjects thatprima

been chosen h° .t: lot of pupils. In the past decade there has been an
increase in interest for grdups of pupils with particular needs. This
applies to comprehensive school pupils with' a weak, performance,
immigrant pupils, and pupils id special schools.

SR /UTB's national supply at present (1974- 1975) amounts to about
700 new radio programmes and 100 TV proghmmes. In addition some
500 radio programmes and 350 TV programmes are re-ran annually.

Besides the programmes for pupils, several sizable projects geared to
the in-service training of teachers have been implemented. Apart from
the national programmes produced, some 300 regional school radio
programmes are made annually..,There is no regional school television.
Experience ofregional programme activities has been positive.

The latest major survey of the schools use of school programmes was
carried out during the academic year 1970-1971. At the low and
iniermediate levels 70-90 % of the teachers utilized at least one
programme on school TV and school radio respectively. The teachers

4% ho used-the school programmes utilized on an average about half o the
prograniines available- at these levels. The high ,utilization frequen in

the case of the low level was confirmed by a survey carried out during
the autumn of 1973. The frequency survey was then primarily concerned
with the TV series !Voter (The Globe), which comprised 10 programmes
in the autumn. Every week each programme was viewed by close to 2/3
of the country's low level pupils, which means about ,200 000 pupils.
Corresponding general estimates cannot be made as regar to high level
and upper secondary school. In the case of these levels the number of
copies of printed material sold often provides a better plc ure of the
utilization frequency. In several subjects, primarily foreign* languages,
utilization is considerable.

Besides 'the school programmes, TRU l's work group for schools,
TRUAS, bas since 1967 conducted experiments in. education in second-

.-
ary schools. This work has involved sound and visual programmes.
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, T e o ect of the combined experiment was to investigate pedagogic,
41 organizati nal and economic effects in the parallel use of TRUAS'

various ning aid systems, and to report on participating teachers' and
pupils' need for info;mation or training. Experience indicates, that the
combined experiment was felt to be positive. It seems that the parallel
use of the various TRUAS' learning aids has hot created any pedagogic,
organizational or economic prOblems apart from those normally found in
educational contexts.

.4 kf
A few resultrof the evaluation of Klotet test i
Thcc TV series Klotet comprises I k TV-programmes and a teachers' guide.
The TV programmes were 20 minutes long. The series is intended for use
in gradei one to three and aims at the social and emotional developnient
of puillis by iresenting simple episodes from everyday _life with a
htimourOus touch. . ,,, ..,.

The-Klotet test comprised two surveys.
.

One was a frequency survey
carried out to determine to what extent the series was used at

... low level. In, the other survey teachers' and pupils' nse of Klotet in 22
low classes level during the academic year 1973 ' 1974 was studied.

The frequency survey covered the use of the first ten programmes in
the series. They were broadcast during the autumn term, 1973. The
results are based on a representative selectioiktpf 500 low level teachers
and indicate a very high utilization ftequenC,. About 70 % of the
teachers with their pupils viewed at least one programme and 44 % saw
all ten programmes. On an average every programmes was viewed by two
thirds of all low level teachers.

An importanidea in the Klotet project was to stimulate viewers to
follow up the programmes. The results of the frequency survey showed
that every programme was followed up on an average by two thirds of
the classes. By far the most common form of f011ow-up was classroom
discussiops. The programme gave concrete examples of various reactions

kind actions. On the basis of these pupils often described their own
experiences. There were also other forms of follow-up su sis drawing
and painting, play-acting, games and dramatization. The }'ery fact that
each programme provided concrete examples made it possible for pupils
to discuss fairly- abstract subjects even in the first grade. Conversations
were most lively when the programmes dealt with subjects which were
particularly topical for children at this age level, such as "Justice -
injustice", "Fear", and "Secrets".

Klotet was very well received in schools. In the frequency survey 87.'70
of the teachers who had used at least one of the autumn term's ten
programmes felt that Klotet was very-or fairly plua IA e: In the second
survey the teachers were just as positive. The attitudes of the pupils to
the series was alio investigated. The question "Would you like to see
more programmes in this series?" was put several times during the year
to 'the pupils in the second and tfiiid grades (14 classes) and 92 % of
them' all answered "Yes", 8 % "perhaps", and a mere 1 % responded

4
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no ". In other words the interest was very great throughout the yepr.
The pupils were also very positive towards 'the follow -up of the

programmes. 81 % in the second and third grades felt that it was very
enjoyable or fairly enjoyable to discuss the prcigiatimies in class.

How were the pupils affected by Motet? No attempts were made to
measure changes in attitudes or behaviour among the pupils since these
chaliges were probably slight. The home, friends, and the school
environment in general are more important to development of the pupils.
Several, of the teache'rs involved in the surveys noticed, however, that the
pupils themgelves applied. and discussed the subjects treated in the
programme after the current Klotet lessdn; Several teachers also felt that
Klotet had, hak a positive effect on the pupils' ability to listen to each
other and talk ch other. The fact that Klt,tet induced so many
classes to regularly d* uss human problems, feelings and reactions is
also in itself -a very positive result, which earl have more long-term
effects.

I

Sttrvey of the Grade 7 Project and Trialog

As an example of a.major survey, the follow-up of the grade 7 Project
and its successor Trialog will be presented in the following.

Prior to ,the implementation' of the new comprehensive school
curriculum in the autumn of 1970; there was an acute shortage of
suitable teaching materials. Therefore SR/UTB specially produced the
grade 7 Project, later followed by a grade gProject and a grade 9 Project.
That there was an acute need for new instructional aids was confirmed
by the fact that about 24 % of the country's senior level schools used`the
grade 7 Project in the first year. The Project included sections for social
and nature oriented subjects and Swedish language.

The project included i.e. the following components:

about 1000 pages of printed material
35 TV programmes
100 radio programmes
300 slides
teacher guides
diagnostic tests

As a result Trialog received a somewhat different structure from the
---)grade 7 Project with a view to i creasing the teacher's chances of
adapting the material to the potentials of his class. ,

The pedagogic formulation of the sections in Trialog came to follow ii.

the basic pattern of experience processing summarizing. This could be
done by means of radio and TV programmes which brought people and
environments into the classroom: Experiency could also be provided by a
text in the pupil's textbook or by a demonstration by the teacher. A
great deal of care was put into finding varying ways of processing. The
material included both a basic cdutsi and an adypnced course. The
pupil's material also included plenty of assignments and exercises of
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various sorts, instructions for laboratory work and group work. Thefe
were also references to further reading. Each section ended with a
summary, a survey in the textbook of the most important items dealt
with in the material. This outline gave the pupils the opportunity of
rep6ting and learning the basic material in the section.

The question of individualizatithi was accorded a grpt deal of
attention. Four important aspccts of the material were inteii1ed to make
it easier for pupils to work on the basis of their own qualificationsShe
readability of tho text was tested, the text was processed according to
the methods for so-called "lix" evaluation (testing of readability of a
text). Diagnostic tests were produced for most sections. One group of
special 'teachers developed special worksheets for every section, so-called
S-keys, for pupils with a weak performance. The S.keys were intended
for individual pupils who had difficulties reading and writing, for pupils
who had been absent from instruction and had to catch up on each
section, and for the entire class if (he .teacher for one reason or another
felt-that his'pupils should get through certain sections more quickly.

In the academic year 1973- 1974 an extensive survey of the function
of the Trialog material in education was carried out.

The survey was carried out in six. experimental schools and directly
involved 12 classes, comprising some 300 pupils. The approximately 45
teachers in the classes 'involved assessed.the materiarin various ways, for
example, in the form of diaries, questionnaires, assessment schedules, etc.
The pupils made corresponding assessments of the material.

Some 4000 pupils' questionnaires and about 1000 pages of teachers'
diaries were collected in all.

At the end of the spring term, 1974, a survey was conducted in order
to make it possible to assess the teachers' and pupils' concluding opinion
of Trialog. Below is a summary of the replies to the teachers'
questionnaire. the questionnaire was completed by 47 teachers in all,

.who taught the experimental classes in social and nature oriented
subjects and in Swedish language.

In conclusion it may be stated that the results of both the teachers'
questionnaire and the pupils' questionnaire were very positive. The
following are a few of the important results of the teachers' question-
naire:

teachers satisfied with Trialog as regards to its
a) general function (94 %)
b) ability fo provide the pupils with knowledge and comp tcnce

(80 %)
c) ability to assist a variety of learning situations (87 %)
d) ability to assist the attainment of the overall objectives (86 %)

0 teachers feel that multimedia instructional aids are better than
ordinary instructional aids as regards
a) giving the pupils knowledge andcompetcnce (60 %)
b) stimulating and engaging the pupils (95 %)
p) concretizing difficult material and giving it life (87 %)
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d) netting pupils with a weak performance (74 %)

according to'the teachers the media are best,suited for creating
a) motivation

TV programmes according to 8170 of the teachers
radiovision (sound tapes with slides) programmes according to 77 %
of the teachers
radio programmes without slides according to 43 % of the teachers

b) concretion
TV programmes according to 77 % of the teachers
radiovision programmes according to 68 % of the teachers

all teachers feel that the radio and TV components of Trialog are
important to the total impact of the instructional aid
more than 90 % of the teachers felt they could adapt the Trialog
material to their own classes
the greatest advantages of Trialog according to the teachers were the
instructional aid
a) provides variation so that tuition becomis stimuliting and mott-

vates the pupils to work well
b) contains both printed material, sound and moving pictures, and

the.link between the media is pod.

4.3.3 Higher education

The instructions issued to TRU II restricted TRU's production of
material for higher education.

A At TRU ll's suggestion the previouily obligatory use of TV program-
mes at the University of Linkoping has been terminated. The University
now orders and finances production itself and TRU takes care of most of
this production.

Since 1967 the universities have arranged local production resources
for both printed matter and, audio-visual material. Most university TV
production is done at the Universities of Linkoping and Stock4olm. The
six major teachers' training colleges produce a goo'd deal of TV. Starting
in the academic year 1968-1969 closed-circuit TV can be considtred to
be established in teachers training. Experience of the teachers' training
colleges' TV activities, which is well documented, is mostly positive and
applicable to other higher education as well. The overall view of the use
of thins and TV in the universities indicates that use is limited. A r974
survey indicated that of 300 university institutions contacted only half
used an occasion& film or videotape in their tuition. Other institutions
did hot use moving pictures at all in their instruction.

4.3.4 Adult education

Adult education through radio and television has existed for a long time
in Sweden. It is first in recent years that efforts have been made to deal
with the problems of integrating educational broadcasts with other forms
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of adult education, primarily in study circle work, even though'
important educational and methodical efforts have been made previously

particularly in respect to language instruction on the radio. This has
resulted in an attempt to create increased differentiation and flexibility
in thkcourses produced.

Experiences of `TRU and the adult education department of, the
Swedish Broadcasting Corporation (SR/VUX) are thertfo-re,presented
with examples of varying degrees of complexity:

El Broadcast programmes without any supporting material. In certain
cases these can reach a large audience with information that is
important to pass on from the point of view of education.

El Broadcast programmes with simple supple,mentary suppbrting ma-
terial.-Radio or television courses with companion textbooks form the
classical combination for educatiori by means of the broadcasting
media aimed at individual -recipients. In certain casesparticularly
when the broadcast components are TV progranimesthe impact can
be extremely good.

(I) Broadcast programmes as parts of multimedia projects. From the
mid-1960s the trend in radio and TV education has been towards
increasingly complex multimedia systems, in which the radio and TV
programmes are subordinate to the aims and prerequisites applicable to
the type of reception and processing intended. These projects were
aimed at reaching individual students as well as groups of students.
This required special formulation and to a certain extent separate
material for various groups of ,recipients. The English language
beginners' course Start developed a pattern (hat proved useful to both
individuals and groups.

Start marked a breakthrough for the utilization of AVM in the
educatidnal associations language circles.

Audio and visual programmes in packages without brOadcast com-
ponents. TRU has conducted individual experiments involving this
type of .packages. Experience indicates that such courses have good
chances Of being integrated with various forms of study.

In 1973-1974 courses from TRU and the adult education department
of the Swedish Broadcasting Corporation (SR/VUX) were used in 32 285
circles with 281 084 participants. This involved an increase of about
52 % over a three year period. Most popular were the courses in foreign
languages, above all 'English. The number of participants using AVM in
folk high schools also indicated as increase during the period while the
use of such material in municipal adult education decreased as courses
suited to this forin of study have not been produced in recent years.
AVM has also been used in labour market training with satisfactory .

results.
TRU has also produced material for the blind (primarily talking

books), for the deaf and the hard of hearing (subtitling, special
productions which include sign language) and for the mentally handl-
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capped (adap.tionslof existing programmes and special productions, such
as the documentation of conversations with mentally handicapped
persons). TRU has,also used broadcast programmes to inform the general
public of the life and problems of handicapped persons.

Two adttlt educatiotelprojects

Both TRU and SR/VUX have discussed and analyzed the methodic
problems connected with the utilization of radio and TV courses in
group studies in the early 1970s. For SR/VUX, whose range was
dominated by language courses, it was important to clarify which stages
and functions in language instruction could be best passed on via sound
and moving pictures, which stages and functions were best satisfied by

,group studies under the; guidance of a study leader, and in what respects
the one form of instruction could supplement the other. These problems
were brought to the fore when the English language beginners' course
Start was being planned. The intended target group consisted of adults
who were not used to,, studying and who had only a limited basic
education. Instruction solely by means of broadcasts would`require
considerable motivation and resilience on the part of this group. The
support provided by participation in a study circle was important. The
following pattern was-evolved:

Parts Intended for Intended for
individuals groups

TV programmes X
Radio programmes A X X
Radio programmes B X
Textbook X X
Teacher's guide X

Picture chart, other group material X

Exercises X
Recorded texts X X

important thing was that the teachers clearly knew what material had to

guide that was published and use the group material that had produced.
The group participants could ideally follow the TV programmes and

fisted as obligatory parts. The circle leaders ought to"follow the printed

students with the guidance and stimulation that the group students got
from the study circle. The textbook and two radio programmes a week
were to be obligatory learning aids for the individual students. The TV
programmes which gave more depth and practised certain items from the
textbook, also provided examples of linguistic application in an authentic
environment. Other parts could strengthen learning in various ways but

radio programmes B and use the other voluntary parts at home. The

were not listed as obligatory.
In the case of groups only the textbook and radio_programmes A were

The T and radio programes were considered to provide individual

Rapid Start (repetition material)

programmes

VtJ
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be used in group ,instruction, Special ,introductor material with
instructions was distributed prior to the comencertient of the course
and was highly utilized. Surveys indicated that the pattern dr4wn up was
really followed in the study circles. In one educational assocatOnrado
programmes A were played during meeting in 86 % of the circles
studyingeStart. The circle leaders used the teacher's guide in 96 %bf the
circles. 41 % of the.circles used the special recordings of the texts issued
on tape and record, in addition t using the radio programmes. The
participants followed both the TV ad\ the radio programmes at home
between meetings to a very great extent, according to the circle leaders.
73 % of. the participants had only attended 6 or 7 years of primary
school and 33 % had not participated in adult studies previou y.
Experience from other educational associations indicate that the coil
methodology was similarly applied in their circle studies too and that t
intended target group was reached.

Quantitatively Start marked a.breaktheough for the utilization o
AVM in the language circles run by the study associations. In the first
year 1971 -1972 some 11 223 circles with 107 734 participapts followed
Start 1 and 2. The number of viewer's per TV programme in the course
during this year totalled an average of 567 000. In )972-1973 the
number of circles that followed Start 1-4 totalled 19 388 with 175 998
participahts. In 1973-1974 Start 1 6 attracted a total of about 203 000.
circle participants. The results show that previous difficulties in getting a
hold of the sound tapes and listening to them had been largely overcome.
Co-operation with the AV centres was intensified and improved by,
among other tings, the radio programmes being broadcast in blocks welt
in advance of the commencement of the course in order to permit mass
duplic"ation 'and distribution to the study associations. The libraries also
provided individuals with copies of tapes to a large extent.

A development, which TRU has followed is the regional adjustment of
the activities. Some minor experiments had been made with very positive
results. The Planning, production, and broadcasting of courses in Close
cooperation with a geographically restricted audience which had itself
had the opportunity of influencing the approach proved to create
involvement and interest. This experience was utilized in the Bygd
forPandling (Community in Evolution) project. One of the aims of the
TRU regional projects and of Bygd t jorvandling in particular has been to
test the role and function of a central production unit in this type of
work.. The basic ideas behind Bygd i forvandltng were as follows. By
giving course participants bases for studying social development on the
basis of conditions in their own areas, the possibility of recognition and
involvement would increase. It would also permit work forms involving
the participants themselves gathering, collating, presenting and forming,
opinions on facts. In this way the studies would not merely provide
knowledge but would also teach the participants to look for, register and
critically examine information. A necessary condition for this form of
work was felt to be that the participants were helped to structurize the
subject flow industrialism altered our living conditions -and advitx and

4
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patterns in respect of gathering material. This could be dor e by
producingprinted basic material and radio programmes which at .the
same time provided subject matter and hints on interview techniquies.

TRU decided to test the idea in two counties ostergiitiand and
Norrbotten. The experiments were planned and carried out in close
co-operation with the study organizations in the respective counties. TRU
provided the radio programmes which were, however, recorded and
distributed regionally,, and a nationally broadcast TV programme about
each region to stimulate interest. A large number of study circles were set
up in both counties, almost 1000 in all, and the working pattern proved
both possible and interesting. After the pilot schemes in Ostergotland
and Norrbotten TRU wanted to try out a combination of nationwide,
TRU produced material and regional, supplementary material, for, which
the educational organizations in various regions assumed most of the
responsibility. TRU therefore asked the study associations in all counties
(except ostergotland and Norrbotten) via the study associations'
co-operation organizations at county level, the County Educational
Associations, if they were interested in participating in a project of this
sort. Most of the counties showed an 'interest. Organizations in twelve
counties became actively involved. The project pattern involved TRU
producing basic printed materials which corresponded to the course
booklets used in the Ostergotland and Norrbotten experiments, and radio
programmes which would be tvoadcast nationally, and sound tapes fOr
the study circles. TRU would also produce a recruitment programme to
be broadcast on television, recorded in a l3ygd i forvandling circle in
Norrland, and a series of programmes on Industrial Memories. GrOups

were to set up in the various regions to handle contacts with TRU and
to produce printed supplementary printed materids and collect sound
material for the regional radio prograinmes. TRU would cover the cost of
collecting this sound material and the editing of the final version. of the
programmes. TRU would also keep the. groups constantly informed
about the national material and provide advice in respect of the
productioq,of the regional material.

The supplegentary regional material vaped very much in content,
scope and design. In one county, for example, a list was produced of
sources of information museurrts, archives, homestead associations
etc. which could contribute material to the circle work. In other
counties complete course booklets were produced corresponding in size
to the national textbook.

In Bygd i form' ndling TRU had found a pattern for work with regional
and combined national-regional projects which means that TRU in
principle is responsible for the production of printed anGd basic some
material and information and advice in respect of regio'hal supplementary
material. TV is used partly to stimulate people to study as a
reinforcement of the recruiting carried out by the study associations, and
partly, in certain cases for concurring subject information. 0,



4.3.5 Experitnentssivith video-cassettes and cable TV

Video-cassettes are used to an increasing extent in education and the
cultural sector both in Sweden and abroad.

At the (end of 1974 there were more than 3 000 video-cassette
recorders in use in Sweden, primarily in industry, schools and county
councils (nursing). The TRU Committee, which according to its
instructions has also to consider other forms of distribution than
broadcasting, has' experimented with programmes on video-cassette for
both children and adults. Experience of video-cassettes in education is
still far too limited to permit any far-reaching conclusions. This applies
particularly "lo programmes produced for cassette use. As far as the
material permits, however, the results have been positive and indicate
considerable potentials for video-cassettes.,

Along with the Swedish BroadcAting Corporation and the muniutiall-
ti of Kiruna, TRU has twice experimented with cable TV in a,district of
the municipality of Kfrund. The emphasis was on locally produced
programmes. The equipment was relatively simple and the staff was
small. During the second experimentel period several programmes were
produced by local organizations and individuals.

The evaluation of the first trial period (Jan. 24, 1974 May 16, 1970
indicated that almost 90 % of those asked wanted the experiment to be
continued. Ty programmes.attracted viewers above all among those who
would otherwise have watched the national SR entertainment pro-
grammes or not watched TV at all. The programmes interested theless
well educated :to a great extent. The greatest advantage of the
programmes was felt to be that TV dealt with local issues and that in
Kiruna inhabitants had taken part in the progra.mmes, /

Preliminary evaluation of the results of the second trial period, shows
that the audience appreciated the programmes this time too. Technical
faults and failings in respect of the programmes welt felt to be an
advantage rather than a disadvantage, since they emphasized the
impression of spodtaneity and proximity to the viewers.

4.4 Educational reasons for the use of visual and sound
programmes ,..-

To ,use sound apd visual media in education is natural in an age when the
individual is already living in the so-called picture era. Large parts of the
individual's concept of the reality outside his reach is based on
experience provided by radio and television.

In the Commission's opinion there are two primary reasons for the use
of sound and visual programmessin education. '

Firstly, sound and visual programmes can make it easier for the
individual to learn things by supplying him with "living conceptions"
about phenomena in reality. The media can make use of Man's ability to
acquire and retain knowledge through pictures and dissimulations.
Through docqmentary, interviews, dramatization and feature program-
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mes, and also through stylization, animation and trick photography, the
individual's opinion of the world around him can be anchored in
concrete experiences which facilitate his underst.inding of .ond.tions and
processes in reality.

Secondly, the .great possibilities fil respect of varying means of
presentation that the media provide, increase the potentials for varying
processing means and work forms and developing new methods in
education. I Well conceived sound and visual programmes can

facilitate activ' , co-operation and indivudualization by giving the
q 4students c mon experiences in their studies.

On the basis of current opinions on methods and choice of media,
experience of TRU and SR/UTB indicate that these qualities can be
made best use of if the utilization of sound and visual programmes is
suitably La-ordinate(' with other aspects of education. The production of
multimedia series or more Independent programmes should therefore be
preceded by careful planning so that the use of the media is related to
the aims, methods and work, forms for which schools and voluntary
education arc working. How far this co-ordin'ation should be taken at the
planning and production level varies according to aim; subject, target
group's potentials and general circumstances applying to certain educa-
tion.

4.5 The need for an concerning audio-visual materials
(AVM)

It has not proved possible to make any systematic or overall inventory of
the need for AVM in the educational sectors under discussion. The
methodic difficulties involved in such an inventory are considerable.

An expression of the situation and assessments in respect' of
educational activities are the, opinions voiced on the previous TRU
reports,' particularly the second one. (In Sweden the reports of
commissions are normally distributed to various organizations, authori-
ties, and interest groups for their opinions. The reactions of the various
groups are public. This system enablei a sitting government to test
opinion on an issue before presenting a proposal to Parliament).

Thb second TRU report was not circulated for consideration in the
normal manner. Instekl a large number of authorities were asked to give
their views on a number of detailed issues. Some 100 statements were
received. This method may be seen as a stage in the investigation work
and a clarification of experience, whishes and attitudes among userst

4.5.1 Pre-school children

Practically all the authorities that expressed an opinion on TRU's second
report voiced a positive attitude to TRU's pre-school work and felt that
there was a great need for continued production for children at home.as
well as for children in pre-schools.
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Several authorities also emphasized the value of AVM prodliction.for
parents and other adults and for further training of the preschool staff.

Most opinions emphasized that the need for AVM for children with
special requirements is considerable and that production for children at
hoine should successively be geared to children below six years of age
par?llel with the introduction of general pre-schooling for six years olds.

(Children start school at the age of seven in Sweden.)

4.5.2 Schools

Most authorities are of the opinion that pre-planned and pre-produced
study material with radio/TV and sound and visual tapes Iran effective
way of reaching important in education. Most also welcomed study
material which can make it easier for teachers to develop their new roles
in education. Several authorities, however, reject the -idea of direct
economic profit by replacing teachers with study material with radio/TV
and audio and visual tapes. The authorities are of the opinion therefore
that there is a need for AVM in order to increase the quality of education
and to release teachers for other important tasks--above all of an
individualizing typeeducation.

The main aspects ofthe results of the 1973 and 1974 requirements
`analyses conducted by St, and SR/UTB were as follows. The majority of
authorities were of the opinion that the major part of the progiimmes
should be geared to the large target groups and the broad subjects in
schools. Many, however, emphasize the need for efforts on behalf of
pupils with special requirements too. With regard to programme forms
most of the authorities want multimedia material in the form of
combinations of sound, pictures and printed material. Many also
emphasize the need for individual programmes.

Conimon to most of the authorities is also the fact that they
emphasize the merits of the media with regard to spreading current
inforMation to schools.

Several statements mention the need for teacher and
request further such efforts.

AT h e re is a great need for regional efforts. The supply f regional school
programmes can, for exampje, handle information about the labour
market, commerce and educational possibilities, and c rent conditions in
the regional/local community, and also provide stu and vocational
guidance.

4.5.3 -'Nigher education

The authorities who expressed "isn opinion on TRU l's second report
praise the value of and need forQnoving pictures and sound in higher
education.

In 'March, 1974, UKA arranged a TV symposium with participants
from all' faculties. In this context wishes for AVM in education in all
facultid were expressed. The participants in the symposium judged AVM
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to be especially suitable for motivating aspects, for concretization, and

for demonstrations and features.
In the 1974 survey most of the 300 institutions asked stated that the

poor level of AVM utilization was a failing and that there was a need for
a better utilization of moving pictures and sound. TRU has gained similar

experience in checking through study plans with the representatives of
some 40 institutions. In the great .majority of cases it was determined
that there were stages where the inclusion of AVM would increase the

quality of education,
The first survey of the need for closed circuit TV productions at all

teacher's training establishments in the Stockholm area has been
completed. This shows that a very large number of teacke,rs are positiye
towards the idea of using closed circuit TV programmes" in their own

-tuition.
In socalled extramural education instructional aids play an im-

portant part and must to a considerable degree be formulated in a
different way than in conventional education.

4.5.4 Adult educatkpl

A survey of adults.' choice of study form indicates that radio and TV
courser are felt by many to be a realistic alternative to studying. This
applies, especially. to the older, age groups, who prefer radio/TV courses
next to sircle st udies.

Almost all opinions voiced on TRU's second report supported
recommendations regarding activities being targeted towards those with
limited education. Several also advocated the proposed orientation
towards all three main types of adult education the vocational oriented
one, the one based on the school curriculum, and the broader popular
education. With regard to the balance between material for group studies
and individual studies, most emphasized the need for material both for
group studies and for individt,91 studies. With regard to distribution by
means of broadcasting or by means of other forms of distribution most,.
authorities shared TRU's view that both these means should be utilized
parallel with one another depending on the nature of the instruction and
the target groups in mint TRU's proposals for choice of subjects-social
questions in the broad sense, basic school knowledge primarily in

subjects such as Swedish language, mathematics, and foteign languages, in
orientation subjects and behaviourial sciences, and the suppltinenting
and up-dlting of professional knowledge elicited concurring replies.
Several authorities also expressed a positive opinion on attempts to
create freer and more flexible types of courses, such as open module
systems, which.permit a great deal of flexibility in utilization.

The views on TRU l 's second report clearly indicate a wish that TRU
concentrate to an increased extent on handicapped persons.
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4.6 Points of departure for future activities

4.6.1 Pre-school children

About 80 % of day nurseries have access to a radio and about 75 % to
TV. No day nurseries have video equipment while 5 % have access to a
film projector. It may be estimated that about 10 % of part-day gioups
have access to TV. The vast majority of families with children possess TV,
sets and it would appear to be rare for pre-school children to have no
access to TV.

There has been a gradual increase in the number of children who
watch T.RU's TV-programmes. There are, however, large variations in
viewing frequency between various broadcasting times. Surveys have
shown that broadcasts for children at homeshOtild be scheduled for early
forenoon and late afternoon in order to read' as many children and
parents as possible.

In Order to meei,the needs of pre-schools, broadcasts should be regular
and be repeated at fixed Imes. Re-runs should be broadcast. They can
constribute towards reducing the number of children watching TV.on
every viewing occasion and make it possible for the pie-schools to choose
between (Efferent times.

Pre-school production hosed on the needs and prerequisites of the
stipulated Target groups should be planned and produced in dose
co-operation with children, parents, personnel, authorities and organiza-
tions in the pre-school sector. It is also important to coordinate it with
AVM production for the comprehensive school's low level.

The duties of a future production unit should include facilitating the
use of produced metterials. This should he done by means of various
promotion measures and active advisory work. It is especially important
to reach children at home and their parents with information. There is
still a lack of essential inf.rmation on how pre-school children and,above
all children with special i:eeds and the younger pre-school children make
use of AVM.

The rapid technical development id the media field creates a need for
research end testing. Comm.ssion emphasizes the importance of
continuous research.and evaluation in connection witleproduction.

4.6.2 Schools

The necessary conditions for the use of ,AVM in schools are very good.
The municioalities have invested large sums in school equipment and an
extensive distribution network through the AVM centres. Almos' all
schools have ak.cess, tc ore or more black and white TV sets. Availability
of sound tape recorders is also good. With a few exceptions the radio
programmes are used in taped form. The TV programmes are mainly ued
directly ,at low and intermediate levels. At the high level and in upper
shconda:y schools TV programmes are used both directly ana in recorded
form. A 1974 ttireey indicates that 96 % of the AV centres record radio
programmes and 57 % also tape TV programmes. As a result al) or nearly
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all school programmes are recorded. During a year some 1 250 000 loans
of radio programmes and about 25 000 loans of taped TV programmes
are registered. , h

The present availability of videocassette recorders is estimated at
around 500. There are alsZioabout 1 500 black and white, open-reel
videotape recorders. Availability is greatest at the lower and upper
secondary schools. The acquisition rate is estimated at around 200 300
annually. Schools have a total of around 18'000 16 mni film projectors.

A4 present all programmes are broadcast to permit direct reception
primarily at low and intermediate levels or to allow the AV centres or
individual schools to record them. The major expense in duplication and
distribution is incurred by the AV centres forwarding the programmes.
Broadcasting prbgrammes from the producer to the AV centres is the
economically best form of distribution with present techniques. As the
schools become able to use recorded TV programmes, the nunfber of
reruns on TV can be reduced co derably. Programmes for small target
groups and for courses arranged t a few places should not, however, be.
broadcast bilt should (be distributed some other way. i

To achieve a full impact in education, the use of AVM presupposes
that teachers are prepared to a certain extent. This involves a good
knowledge of the product, its content and pedagogic design, and being
used to the various media both as forms of expression and as technical
aids. Dealing with methodic questions involved in the use of AVM is
therefore an important aspect of basic tfarning and advanced training of
teachers. SR/UTB has also made come efforts in in-service
training. More, however, is required in this field. Information and contact
work between producers, AV centres and schools should generally be
imprdved and extended. Consultancy work on tht. 1.nes of that tried by
TRU at the regional level in adult education should also- be for schools.
The user,s have every right to demand basic information about the
programme series before uSing. Jhem. ,

4.6.3 Higher education (
The economic resources for the implementation 'of local AVM projects is 1

felt to be inadequate. Copyright principles and compensation norms in
the production of instructional aids should be revised.

Broadcast programmes are in many cases ideal as a part of education
but copyright obstacles and contract problems make use difficult. Forms
must_beereated to permit an increased exchange of programmes and
information on products from national as well as international producers.

The Commission considers it essential that a register of instructional
aids for the university/college sector be prepared and that the scope and
orientation of such a register be examined.

The Commission feels that proposals aimed at increasing the produc-
tion and use of AVM in higher education should emanate from local
production level. The Commission, is discussing the possibilities of
co-ordinating the production resources that exist at uniersities and
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colleges. In the opinion of the Commission this problem should be
examined further.

Even if co-ordination of this sort is arranged,,the, TRU Committee
feels that there is a need for certain central resources. The Committee
proposes that resources be put aside for efforts in the university/college

asector at central educatipnal programmes organization set up to provide
pedagogic and technical advice, supply advanced technology, take care' f
the production of especially extensive projects, work for new lines of
education suffering from a shottage of instructional aids, and, in certain
cases, assume responsibility for the broadcasting of programmes for the
university/college sector.

A central educational programmes organization should also be able to
implement the production of programmes commissioned by the Office of
the Chancellor of the Swedish Universities (UKX) or local university/
college units.

4.6.4 Adult education

Experience of the work done and the special user surveys carried out
show that there are fairly good prerequisites for receiving and playing
back sound programmes in various forms a group study. It would appear
that the increase in recent years in the acquisition of tape recorders and
sound cassette players will continue. The supply of tapes via AV centres
and other bodies also functions satisfactorily. The use of AVM in the
form of sound programmes therefore does not present any purely
technical or practical problems. Production and distribution of courses
including taped material can therefore continue as before and be
developed further.

On the video side the situation is different. The availability of receivers
and players is modest and' unevenly distributed. Municipal adult
education, folk high school 'and labour market training have relatively
good access to this kind of technical equipment, but only a few study
association units can make the same claim. The latter can admittedly
borrow school equipment to a great extent, but thiNs not always the
case since schools are not very eager to lend expenlive equipment to
other organizations, least of all off school premises. On the whole the
study associations lack the funds to acquire equipment of this sort. 1

In the opinion of the Commission measures must be taken to solve the
problems of the study associations' possibilities of acquiring equipment
to play back video programmes. This should be arranged primarily by
providing funds within the framework of the grant for the educational
associations' activities.

Until there is a sufficient availability,of equipment for receiving and
playing hack TV programmd, producers should ensure that TV
programmes which, are suitable for group studies but cannot be used in
group education largely because of,shortage of appropnate equipment,
are made available in the form of film copies.

An often quoted objection to the use of AVM is the teachers' and
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circle leaders' or edticational associations' unfamiliarity with these media.
The training of teachers and circle leaders, etc., should naturally be
organized by the respective bodies arranging the courses, by organiza-
tions or institutions providing training for teachers and circle leaders
both generally and when introducing new courses. As a first stage it
would be motivated to request efforts by the AVM product; to help

with this training.
The TRU Committee. considers the regional contact work conducted

on an experimental basis in three counties to be an important
prerequisite foticontacts with and support for those organizing education
or> he local level.

he TRU Committee therefore feels that a network of regional
consultants should be set up to span. the entire country. Supporting
measures on the receiver side are needed both for organized group studies
and for individual studies. Those worst off in several respects would seem
to be the individual students who have to rely largely on themselves
without much chance of obtaining help and adv:ce from those managing
radio and TV education. The Commission feels that certain measures
should be taken to improve the lot of these students. The most
important measure should be to stimulate individual students in various
ways to participate in group studies. The measures dealt with in the

)following should also have this aim in mind.
On the local level the library is one of the most important service

organizations for individuals seeking eduction and culture. The further
development t,f the duties of libraries to include the supplying of AVM
to a greater extent should be speeded up. In this context various/0ms of
advisory service and guidance in studies should be tried.

The TRU Committee feels that the libraries resources should be
reinforced with respect to the ability to supply AVM and suitable forms
of advice and guidance to adult students. Another way of supporting
adult students is to arrange weekend courses or other kinds of meetings
which provide direct contact with teachers/leaders and other. students
and the opportunity of discussions, pronunciation exercises and con-
versation practice in language courses, group work of various kinds etc.,
in connection with major radio/TV courses. Such courses have been held
in o-ope rat io n with the county education associations, the study
4ociations locally and folk high schools in connection with certain

esailio/TV courses and have proved very popular and useful to the adult
students:

The Committee feels that courses, for example; in the form of short
subject courses at folk high schools could be arranged for participants in
radio/TV courses.

As regards to prerequisites for AVM measures among adult handi-
capped' persons, a given basis is that the handicapped groups and
educators who work with handicapped persons have a knowledge of
carious handicaps. Production must, therefore, include a constant
dialogue with the handicapped people themselves and with the educators
in this field:
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As the early stages it is extremely important that a producing body,
participates as actively as possible in the training of circle leaders and .

teachers since this provides a wealth of experience, both practical and.
methodical/pedagogical of problems in circle work. To make It possible
to use AVM in the education of handicapped persons, it is necessary that
they have access to equipment for plaing sound and visual programmes.
This is particularly important for fheigroups who are totally depentent z
ont,audio and visual programmes beca 'ise of the nature of their`hanthcapy

The TRU Committee also finds i important for society to adopt
effective measures to provide handicapped persons with equipment or
playing sound and visual programmes. /

Efforts in the form of AVM. for immigrants have hitherto been fairlyf
limited. Some radio and TV courSes id the Swedish languap an in civics
for immigrants have been utilized to /a great extent, but a great deal still
remains to be done in order to Or the ethnic minoritieS in Sweden
similar opportunities for adult 'education as those available to the
Swedish speaking population. /

The TRU Committee fi ds it important that, special AVM be
developed for various purp ses within immigrant education and that as
much as possible of the AiV produced for adult education be suitably
adapted for use in educe/iris immigrants also.

4.7 Proposal concerning a new organization for educational
programmes

4.7.1 The fusion of TRU and the educational department of the Swedish
Broadcasting Corporation (SRI UTB)

The TRU Committee notes that government support is necessary for the
production of visual programmes in the educational field. This also
applies to a certain extent to more demanding sound productions.
Government support, in the opinion of the Commission, should go

'directly to the producer in the fbrm of a State grant.
The TRU Committee proposes that SR/UTB and TRU be fused to

form one unit. The Commission also suggest that the new educational
programmes organization should be responsible for the adult education
which at present Is handled by SR/VUX and financed through licence
fees.

4.7.2 Placement within or outside the Swedish Broadcasting Corporation

The TRU Committee is discussing. the guestion of whether the
edticational programmes organization should be a part of the Swedish
Broadcasting Corporation (SR) or an independent unit subordinated'
directly to the Ministry of Education. In the opinion of the TRU
Committee there are Morp reasons favouring the educational program-
mes organization being independent,of SR than there are for its being a

part of SR. The reasons against inclusion in SR and in favour of an
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independent production unit are primarily ones involving educational
policy. The new educational programmes organization's activities will
deviate to a large extent from those of SR. In the educational field as
well as in social coverage, the main task of SR's to produce programmes
about various means and forms of education. The task of the educational
programmes organization should be primarily to produce programmes for
various means and forms of education.

As a result, the objectives of the activities cannot be based on
journalistic assessments but should be based above all on educational
policy. Activities presuppose far-reaching contacts within the educa-
tional field in Sweden in order to determine the most important
requirements and views on the efforts made. Broadcasting is one way of
reaching certain target groups. The choice of distribution must, however,
be geared primarily to how the intended goals may best be achieved.

The reasons favouring placement within SR' are largely of a practical
and economic nature, such as the joint use of technical and personnel
resources, archives of various kinds, and access to the knowledge
available in SR. Placement within SR would also mean that the question
concerning SR's exclusive broadcasting rights would not have to be
discussed. These practical and ec nic considerations are less important
than the advantages of being independent of SR, in the opinion of the
TRU Committee.

In the Commission's opinion the educational programmes organization
should be directly subordinate to the Ministry of Education as an
independent unit.

4.7.3 Broadcasting rights

The TRU Committee finds it unsatisfactory that .the educational
programmes unit should be ultimately referred to SR's assessment with
regard to programme selection and required broadcasting time. For
reasons of principle it is not reasonable that SR should be responsible for
extensive and regular productions produceu by an independent educa-
tional programmes organization. The Commission, therefore, suggests
that the educational programmes organization be given its own broad-
casting rights. The division of broadcasting time should be regulated by
means of f agreement between SR and the educational programmes
organization. In the event of it not being possible to reach an agreement,
the matter should be referred to a person appointed by the government
for a decision.

43.4 Special educational channels

The TRU Committee has also discussed the need for special educational
channels on radio and TV. The major needs of air time for schools and
pre-schools is in the daytime when there is time available both on radio
and TV. As regards programmes which ought to be broadcast at
attractive evening times, the Commission feels it is doubtful that the
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people who one really wants to reach would tune in to a special
educational channel with the profile such a channel would of necessity

'-acquire.

Therefore the TRU Committee can at present see no reason to set up
special educational channels. In view of the introduction of local radio,
however, the\Commission considers that the question of a fourth radio
network should be, discussed. The TRU Committee also recommends an
examination of whether or not TV2 could- be used for broadcasting
educational programmes in the daytime.

With regard to delimiting-the activities of SR and of the educational
programmes organization, it would not appear possible to define tasks in
more detail than that the educational programmes organization will
produce educational programmes and SR will be responsible for other
programmes. The TRU Committee also feels that an agreement should
be concluded between SR and the educational programmes organization
as regards to access to certain resources such as archives and special
equipment.

The regulations that apply today to the relations between broadcasting
activities and authorities, such as the veto on pre-examination, should,
where applicable, to the educational programmes organization, and the
educational programmes organization should maintain an independent
stand visa-vis the educational.authorities.

4.7.5 The spheres of interest and activities of the educational
programmes organization

Within" the framework of the funds provided by the State the educational
programmes organization will produce audio and visual programmes with
or without printed materialAWMfor pre-schools, schools, higher
education and adult education.

The object of AVM is to contribute to the realization of the goals set
'up by policy-makers for the various educational fields. AVM should also
contribute to assisting the continued development of new methods,
means of presentation and work forms in education in conjunction with
pedagogic reforms. By utilizing the media's possibilities of communica-
tion and expression, the AVM range should contribute to facilitating the
introduction of current educational reforms.

The following general orientation should characterize activities in
these sectors.

4.7.5.1 Pre-school children

As a contribution to attempts to meet the needs of children for a
stimulating environment in which to grow up, pre-school programmes are
geared to supply information, stimulate the imagination and emotions,
and encourage children to actively explore the world around them.
Activities should also induce in children greater self-confidence and
understanding for and communication with other childien and adults.
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Pre-school production ought to be aimed at the following- target
groups:

0 Pre-school children
0 Parents and other adults
°People employed in preschool activities .

Production should gradually come to cover all pre-school children
from 2 to 6 years of age. Programmes should be produced for use in

pre-schools and for children at home. Children with special requirements
should be.given special attentiop in the production of programmes which
should be made so that children who are blind or have reduced vision, are
deaf or hard of hearing, or are mentally retarded, are afforded the

opportunity of receiving and processing the material. Production should

also cover material to assist the development of immigrant children

4.7.5.2 Schools

The need for AVM in schools should be satisfied by means of a
continuous, annual basic supply and, where required special measures.

Target groups consist of all school forms in the 9-year cbmprehensive
and the upper secondary school system. Special attention should be paid .
to requirements in advanced teacher's tranining and in certain areas
where the needs are particularly great such as the upper secondary school,

special tuition, and immigrant education.
The basic supply is intended to increase the element of concretion and

experience in studies and facilitate the development of new methods and

work forms in school work. The basic supply should particularly
emphasize current aspects in order to facilitate connection with both

social development on the whole and development in various subject

fields. The basic supply can consist of independent programmes or
multimedia series.

The special measures may be required for a variety of reasons.
Production is intended to cover acute shortages in the availability of

instructional aids in various subjects and school forms.
The basic supply comprises the continuing annual range of AVM while

the special measures are more of a one-time only nature. The boundaries
are by no means well defined. What one year may be considered a special

ni,:asure may be included in the basic range the following year. The basic

supply and the special measures cover programme activities both on

national and regional level.

4.7.5.3 Higher education

The activities of the educational programme organization are geared to

constituting a supplement to the production resources existing in higher

education.
On the basis of resources at local production level the TRU

Committee has tried to define the areas where an educational

4.
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programme organization would be of definite importance to the
development of AVM in the field of higher education sector, namely

0 advice on pedagogic matters and on production techniques
0 supply of advanced technical equipment
0 production of more comprehensive AVM projects
0 production of instructional aids for new lines of education that suffer

from a shortage of instructional aids
0 production of educational programmes for broadcasting

4.7.5.4 Adult education

Activities will contribute towards an extended availability of adult
studies by utilizing the broadcasting media's opportunities of reaching
large groups of people, with information and encouragement to study,
and with educational measures important to the target groups and
suitable for the media.

In addition the educational programmes organization will develop
instructional aids and methods especially adapted to different forms of
group studiescircle studies in particularand to individual studies.

In accordance with the overall aims of policy-markers for adult
educationnamely to bridge educational gaps within and between
different generations the educational programmes organization should
accord priority to efforts geared to those who are short on education,
primarily those who have a limited education, physically and mentally
handicapped persons, and immigrants.

Efforts should contribute towards Giving the underprivileged groups
increased opportunities of acti.ely participating in community work, an
improved position on the labour market and greater participation in
cultural activities.

The educational programmes organization should seek aims and
activities that help further the transition to and development of a system

. .of recurring education.

4,7.5.5 The choice between various areas of education
i

With regard to choosing between various areas, the TRU Committee
notes that there is a need for increased efforts in, all areas of education.
The Commission's proposals regarding the scope of activities during the
next few years involve a relatively large increase of adult education. All
in all the TRU Committee's proposals mean that the extent in
1977- 1978 at unchanged monetary value should be around 14 million
crowns more than in the fiscal year 1974-075. -

It is also proposed to give the educational programmes or6nization
the opportunity of conducting certain other activities closely connected
with the production of education programmes, e.g., information,
methodic and technical advice, keeping in touch with developments in
the field of media2The educational programmes organization should also
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to a certain extent be able to make productions on order or together
with another party. Such projects howeva, should not be too extensive,
and the TRU Committee lists certain guidelines which should apply to
such work.

4.7.6 Form of activities

The TRU Committee proposes that the educational programmes
organization be drganized as a non-profit, government foundation. The
rules applicable, to the foundation should be incorporated in a constitu-
tion fm the foundation. The Commission rejects the idea that the board
should consist of representatives of various authorities and organizations.
Under the terms of the Commission's proposals the board should,consist
of seven people of whom two are appointed at the suggestion of the local
unions. The members of the board should have a knowledge of the
educational sector in general, media techniques and legal and economic
Matters. There should be a special administrative council f 15-25
persons appointed by the authorities, educational associations, teacher's
and student unions_ etc. The task of the administrative council, as an
advisory body to the board, is to constitute a forum for the discussion of
overall matters involving the orientation of activities and the balance
between the various sectors.

The need for contacts with educational authorities and organiza-
tionsapart from daily work in project groupsshould be satisfied by
means of advisory committees of the sort at present attached to both
TRU and SR/UTB. Among other things the advisory committees should
be consulted before request proposals for funds are submitted to the
board. The orientation of activities within the respective sectors shoyld

As also be discussed by the advisory committee in question.
The TRU Committee also discusses the 'consequences of the proposals
on current radio legislation. In the opinion of the Commission there is no
need for a special agreement between the State and the educational
programmes organization. The necessary regulations should be incorpo-
rated in the constitution of the foundation.

The TRU Committee also discusses the question of the pre-

examination of educational programmes by the Radio Council and the
InstructiOnal Aids Commission. An amendment is proposed to the
instructions issued to the Radio Council so that when necessary the
Radio Council can consider also material not included in the broadcast
but appertaining to the educational programme.

4.7.7 Distribution

The TRU Committee considers that the broadcasting of educational
programmes will be necessary for a long time to come. The Commission

defines the need for air time at different times of the day. The obvious
basis must be to find the form of distribution most suitable to the target
group.
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4.7.8 Registration and information

In the TRU .Committee's opinion 'available 'programmes should be
centrally registered and information concerning them should be supplied.
It is important to make it easy for users to acquire information on
available material simply. Registration can be implem7ted in different
places. In the case of schools and pre-schools registratioi\coult1 be done
through Kommunsamkiip (municipal supply association)\ which has
already initiated such a registration. In the case of highe\ education
registration could be done by the educational programmes okanization
and in the case of adult education by a specially appointed bedy; The
Commission suggests that a speci. commission be appointed to e4mine
more closely the question of how registration should be carried out.\The
distribution of moving pictures can be separated from the question of
information and registration and be organized directly .from th'
producers or throxigh 'special distributers.

4.7.9 Publishing
ti

The TRU Committee also feels that the educational programmes
organization should br able to publish printed material to a great extent
on its own. In certain cases, however, particularly in the field of adult
education, It may be appropriate to issue printed material in co-operation
with another publisher. The object of the,production of printed material
should be to sell the products at cost, that is with full cost coverage. No
profits should be made. In certain cases, however, it should be possible to
subsidize printed material, i. e., such material as is published in conjunc-
tion with broadcast programmes and sold to the general public through
the Swedish Press Bureau etc.

4.7.10 Resources

The TRU Committee presents a proposal for resources for the
educational programmes organization. The Commission's suggestions are
based pprtly on the assumption that the personnel employed by TRU
and. SR/UTB (including SR/VUX) at the time of the fusion will be.)
offered employment in the educational programmes organization, and
partly that the educational programmes organization will be self-sup-.
porting, with certain listed exceptions, as regards technical resources. On
the basis of an analysis of resources required by TRU and SR/UTB in
1974, resource requirements have been calculated for a unit correspond-
ing to the proposed increased tasks. Technical equipment costs ate
estimated at a total of 21.1 million crowns.

With regard to running.costs, the TRU Committee proposes that the
educational programmes unit's grant in terms k fixed monetary value be
increased from 40,4 million crowns in 1975- 1976 (TRU+SR/UTB
including SR/VUX) to 54,4 million crowns in 1977 - -1978. In this
context funds for paying the National Swedish Telecommunications

r.'
so
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Adqiinistration fo? transmission costs have not been included. The
proposed resources also permit certain opportunity for so-called ordered
productions.

43.11 Localization

A commission on the re- settlement of State activities proposed in 1970
that TRU should tie moved from Stockholm. The R ksdag reached no
decision on this, and in the autumn of 1973 the TR Committee was

requested to examine the question of relocalizati n.
The TRU Committee first discusses reiiona -p itical views on t

question of re-settlement. The situation is very much different now from
it was at the beginning of the 1970s, notes the TRU Commission The
previously rapid growth in the Stockholm area has come to a standstill.
As a result today a great deal is to be said from the regional-political
point of view in favour of settlement in the StockhOlm area. i

As regards to the educational programmes organization's possibilities
of conducting its activities efficiently, the Commission- feels that
re-settlement would create considerable difficulties. This applies, above
all, to the possibilities of employing temporary experts and utilizing SR's
archives and technical resources.

, The Committee therefore proposes that the educational programmes
organization be established in the Stockholm area.

4.7.12 Future treatment

The TRU Committee submits no propdsals concerning the detailed
organizational structure of the educational programmes. organization
This should be done by a special organizational committee after the
government has taken a stand on the proposals submitted.

The TRU Committee suggests that the educational programmes
organization commence activities on July 1, 1977.


